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1. Information
Front-end Visual Merchandiser is an extension that allows admin users to easily
organize their products categories with drag-and-drop feature right on the frontend.

They can reorder the positions, add or remove new products with embedded search
features.

All manipulations are stored in a Session that you can share with other admin users.
The new organisation will be shown to end users only when you decide to publish it.

2. Installation
First installation :

1. Extract the files from the package to the Magento 2 root directory (or use
composer)

2. Run the following command:

bin/magento setup:upgrade

Update installation:
1. Use composer

2. (Or) manual installation
a. delete the folder “VisualMerchandiser” in app/code/Blackbird
b. extract the files from the package to the Magento 2 root directory.

3. Run the following command:

bin/magento setup:upgrade



3. Configuration
Configuration is located in Magento Admin panel : Stores -> Configuration -> Blackbird
-> Front-End Visual Merchandiser

General / Data Injection

Enable Enable or disable the extension

Enable Debug Allow to enable Debug mode.
This adds additional output in the debug console of
your browser, in order to identify some errors and
have more details of your actions.

Data Injection Strategy To work, the VM Extension needs to know which are
the products IDs in your page. You can choose how
you want this requirement to be processed :



- Manually : add HTML attribute :
data-product-id=123456
In your HTML element which wrap your
product item (usually <li> tag)

- Automatically, using Blocks we use to have in
a category page : Block Reviews, Block
Details, Block AddTo (wishlist, compare)

Stock Qty Enable or not data when mouse over products
concerning your stock quantity.
Not available with Grouped or Bundle products.
This might affect VM extension performance.

Ordered Qty Enable or not data when mouse over products
concerning your sold quantity.
The search is made on all orders no regarding date
limitation.
Not available with Grouped or Bundle products.
This might affect VM extension performance.



Drag & Drop / Appearance



Product List CSS selector CSS selector to target your HTML element
representing Wrapper element of your product List
(<ul> or other)
Default : .product-items

Product Item CSS selector CSS selector to target your HTML element
representing one Item of your List (<li> or other)
Default : .product-item

Window Default Position Allowed values : “left” or “right”
The VM Panel will be shown at this position when
loaded.

Window Width Panel size in percentage of your window size.

Window Covering Set how the VM panel is inserted in your page.
Allowed values: “sticky” or “fixed”

Additional CSS Allow to add Custom CSS, loaded only when VM is
enable on the page. This CSS can allow you to make



your theme compatible with the VM Extension and
to be displayed properly.

Product item tag Define which HTML tag is used to wrap one new
item issued after Drag-n-drop action, from Search,
Stack or Trash.

Product Attributes used in
template

List all attributes used in the following Template
configuration

Product item template HTML Template defining how a new item is shown,
when issued after Drag-n-drop action, from Search,
Stack or Trash.

Product Image Width Product image width for new item

Product Image Height Product image height for new item

Product Preload Limit The VM Extension needs to load a certain amount of
data to be initiated. In order to avoid Timeout due to
too many products affected in a category, you can
limit how many products are preloaded and really
manipulated by the front-end. For example, if you
have 15 items per page and want to focus your work
on the first 10 pages of your categories, set a limit of
150.

Product Name Attribute For Search purposes. Set the attribute code
representing the product name.

Product SKU Attribute For Search purposes. Set the attribute code
representing the product reference.



4. Usage

Access to the feature

There are two ways to activate the feature:

1. From a category, if you have filtered the scope by a "Store view". This is in order
to be able to determine which front-end URL to start.
You should then be redirected directly to the category in question.

2. From the Administration Menu entry: Catalog -> Visual Merchandiser.
You will then have access to the list of existing Sessions with the possibility of
creating new ones (see next section of the documentation).



Dashboard VisualMerchandiser

This page, accessible from the Catalog -> Visual Merchandiser entry, allows you to:
- List existing Sessions.
- Create a new Session for a Store View (in order to be able to redirect to the

correct frontend URL, the Store View is mandatory).
- Delete a Session
- Restore (reactivate for your browser) a previously started Session
- Share a Session with another Admin account so that they can view or continue

your Merchandising

Share Session

This section allows you to define who can see (read) or modify (edit) your Merchandising
Sessions among other administration users.



Initialization

When you are on your Front-end with a VM enabled, you should see a message at the
bottom left indicating its initialization.

The module can only be activated on unfiltered Categories pages.
So you might see these errors alerting you:

Interface - General

The initialized interface should look like this. If not, you can adjust some CSS settings
directly from the extension configurations available in Magento Administration. In case
of difficulty, you can also consult our support to guide you in setting up the module.



You can start using the VM extension, here is some information on the elements
present in this interface:

- Product statistics (stock, sales) if the option is activated, displayed when hovering
over a product

- The back arrow allows you to undo the last action performed

- The switch allows you to move the panel from right to left

- The OFF button allows you to stop a Session (pause, it will not be deleted)
- Switch from one feature to another with the tabs:

Interface - Stack

You can place any element of the category in this Stack area.
This makes it possible to temporarily “put aside” a product.

It is useful to move more easily in this page or in the following ones, then to pick up the
product again at the right time in the right place.

You can make a multiple selection by pressing the CTRL key before clicking on an item.



Interface - Trash

This area works identically to the Stack. The role is to allow you to identify products that
you ultimately want to remove from Merchandising from your category.

Note: any product appearing in a Stack (not reintegrated into the category) or the Trash
will be removed from the category when saving.



Interface - Search

Search for an additional product to insert in the current category.



Save and warnings

You will notice the alerts at the top of the save button.
This warns you that products on the current page are too much or missing.

If there are not enough products in your current page: the first products on the next
page will be shifted to fill in the missing holes. This could therefore cause quite a shift
on your other pages. That’s why this alert appears.

If there are too many products on the current page, they will be pushed onto the
following pages and thus cause the following pages to shift backwards.

If you are aware of these mismatches and accept them, you can ignore this alert.

Important note when adding a new product

The change of position of products already present in a category will apply instantly
after save. The deletion also.

Adding a new product requires a Magento reindex of the index named “Catalog Search”.
This indexing cannot be triggered by the module synchronously because it would
suddenly cause a Timeout when saving (ElasticSearch indexing might be too long)
This indexing is usually automatically triggered by Magento when necessary, via
scheduled tasks (CRON), every minute.

You can follow the status of indexing in the site administration: System -> Index
Management. You can also run manual indexing if you have command line access:
bin/magento index:reindex catalogsearch_fulltext.
Remember to also empty the Full Page cache of Magento after this manual action
bin/magento cache:clean full_page.



5. Support & Contact
If you need assistance, please contact us at https://help.bird.eu/
You can purchase extended support here.

For further information, contact us by form: https://black.bird.eu/en/contacts/

Please note that no technical support can be provided by email.

6. License
This project is licensed under the Blackbird Policy License - see the LICENSE link for
details.

That's all folks!

https://help.bird.eu/servicedesk/customer/portal/6
https://store.bird.eu/en/additionnal-support-period-for-blackbird-extensions-2.html
https://black.bird.eu/en/contacts/
https://store.bird.eu/en/license

